
Technology Advisory

What we do

We bring independent advice and 

guidance, acting as a trusted advisor 

and helping you to analyse your 

technology position in relation to your 

strategic ambitions.

We strive to know your business, 

its goals, and constraints, so that 

whether it is developing bespoke 

software, automating business 

processes, embedding robotics and 

AI, moving to the cloud, or otherwise 

enhancing digital systems, we can 

help you re-design your technology 

landscape and unlock the wider value 

potential to your organisation. 

Bene昀椀ts

Whether you are addressing risk, 

optimising technology that is already in 

place, or undergoing transformation it 

is important to consider the technology 

landscape in the wider business context.  

When you choose us, you choose people 

who will really care about your business 

and have an eye on the future, not just on 

昀椀nding solutions for today.  

Independent advisory brings a fresh 

perspective and an independent voice, 

developing innovative strategies   

and roadmaps. 

External support can help to prioritise 

objectives and narrow down the solutions 

best suited for success, as well as saving 

time and money. 

Creating solutions for today and the future 
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Our process

To be successful, your organisation must continuously innovate, changing 

how you operate and reconsidering your business model and customer 

needs to leverage emerging technology and move along your digital journey. 

But strategy is not just about process. Our expert teams collaborate with 

you to look at the current capabilities, technologies, processes and/or ways 

of working and develop a strategy to achieve your goals. Our priority is 

to deliver practical, implementable recommendations which will help you 

understand the next steps as well as meet your longer-term objectives. 

Painting a picture of the future in terms of the technology you will be   

using and how it will serve your clients or re昀氀ect your strategic ambitions 
can be challenging.

We help you facilitate your thinking and innovatively address any 

constraints or implications around your technology vision. We help you 

challenge the status quo, have balanced discussions and draw considered 

conclusions, so you are in a stronger position to take the next step in your 

transformation journey prototype, whether that be an investment business 

case, the con昀椀dence to commission a proof of concept or pilot, or to map 
out the next steps in delivering the vision.

Digital Transformation 

Strategy and Roadmap 

Process  

Optimisation Strategy 

Architecture Roadmap Data 

Business Needs  

Workshop Facilitation 

North Star Facilitation and 

Roadmap Creation 

Business Capability Model 

Strategy and   

Analytics Service

Independent   

Testing Strategy 

Target Operating   

Model Design 

Technology Ideation and 

Insights Workshops 

 � Move big ideas forward

Technology Strategy 

and Roadmap

 � Find the right direction

Technology Visioning 

and Transformation
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Our team of experts consider your technology within the broader 

business environment and perform tactical deep dive assessments and 

health checks of your current capabilities, technologies, processes, and 

ways of working, in order for you to understand where there are risks, 

opportunities or interventions required to meet a particular vision or ask.

Where the role is missing, we provide a fractional CTO and help you to 

work through any change impacts before making recommendations, so 

that we leave behind an environment where day to day business and 

delivery relationships remain intact. 

Application   

Modernisation Assessment  

Cloud Readiness 

Assessment

Technology Health Check

Solution / Code Reviews

Data Migration   

Readiness Assessment

Provision of Fractional CTO 

Private Equity Advisory 

IT ef昀椀ciency is no longer seen in terms of simply lowering cost base, 
scrutinising individual productivity, or coding errors. Instead, a more 

holistic view is taken around how decisions are made, how bottlenecks 

are removed and the role of IT delivery within the entire organisation.

At NashTech, we look at your vision and ambition, current organisational 

structure and operating environment and propose a future IT operating 

model design alongside a set of choice-points for you to consider, to help 

you make your IT teams operate more optimally.

IT Delivery Ef昀椀ciency and 
Effectiveness Review   

Architecture as a Service

Data as a Service

IT Organisational  

Maturity Review

Security as a Service 

Delivery Management   

as a Service

 � Improve ef昀椀ciency and 
value delivery

Operational Excellence

 � Ready for execution

Technology Advisory 

and Assessment
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Need a partner for application support, 

maintenance and enhancement?

Email us today: info@nashtechglobal.com

Why NashTech

The NashTech team come from a wide range 

of backgrounds including major corporates, 

consultancies, public sector organisations and 

charities, and bring rich sector knowledge to the 

table. We are different because our discussions with 

you are value-oriented, advising on how and where 

to invest in your technology strategy.  

We encourage you and your people to step away 

from your day-to-day thinking, providing you with 

different perspectives from within and outside your 

organisation to generate ideas with broader range 

and see beyond the obvious solutions to unlock 

creativity and yield exciting results.   

We stay for the ride too; we can partner seamlessly 

with you and the thousands of technical experts 

based in our development centres to enable you to 

achieve your planned outcomes. We’re equipped 

with a unique network of 3,000 colleagues across 

19 countries, that realises the potential. 
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